"We'll use Baron on every acre of sod we grow this year."

In 1973, Tuckahoe Turf Farms Inc., "Tuckahoe, N.J., tried Baron on several fields. Like we've said before, sometimes it's better to hear it from someone else. Here is what Walter Betts had to say...

"I have compared Baron to Merion and found that Baron requires less fertilizer and was less sensitive to a dry spell just after planting. Let's face it. Less water and less fertilizer means more money for me."

"I look for a grass that is as disease-resistant as I can find. I couldn't find a patch of rust or dollar spot. Looks like it resists other diseases too."

"Some grasses just don't take to the shock of mowing. Baron has what I call 'mowability qualities.' It withstands short mowing and the dark green color doesn't fade."

"What we need is a good tight root system that holds together from the field to the job. Baron lets us be a little less fussy when we're loading. It's tough."

"Probably the thing I like best about Baron is the way it comes up fast. I can plant Baron late in the season and still harvest sooner."

And Baron is extremely compatible in mixtures. As I said before, Baron will be used in all Tuckahoe Turf Farms mixtures this year.

There's not much more we can add to Walt's comments except that Lofts Pedigreed Seed Company or any authorized distributor is nearby wherever you grow sod.

Exclusive North American Grower and Distributor:

Lofts Pedigreed Seed, Inc.
Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 / (201) 356-8700

*Tuckahoe Turf Farms, Inc., growers of 500 acres of cultivated sod, supplies a good percentage of South Jersey's sod needs. Tuckahoe Turf Farms should not be confused with Tuckahoe Sod Farm of Rhode Island.
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